The answer is affirmative for w(G) = 2 since a triangle-free graph that admits a locally-perfect coloring is necessarily bipartite.
A (proper) coloring of a finite simple graph (G) is pe#ect if it uses exactly o(G) colors, where o(G) denotes the order of a largest clique in G. A coloring is locally-perfect [3] if it induces on the neighborhood of every vertex v a perfect coloring of this neighborhood. A graph G is perfect (resp. locally-petfect) if every induced subgraph admits a perfect (resp. locally-perfect) coloring. Preissmann proved that locally-perfect graphs form a proper subclass of the class of perfect graphs, and she asked for the following: Problem 1 [3] . Is it true that if a graph G has a locally-perfect coloring then it has a locally perfect coloring in W(V) colors?
The answer is affirmative for w(G) = 2 since a triangle-free graph that admits a locally-perfect coloring is necessarily bipartite.
We show below that the answer is negative when o(G) 2 3. In fact we exhibit a graph G admitting a locally-perfect coloring but which is not even w(G)-colorable.
A (p, q)-coloring [l] of a graph is a coloring with p colors such that at most q appear in the neighborhood of every vertex. Theorem 3. For any integer q 2 3, there exkists a q + l-chromatic graph, of clique number q, which admits a locally-perfect coloring into q + 2 colors.
Clearly, it suffices to construct a son-+co?orabk vertex-transitive graph' G4, with chque number 4, which admits a (locally-perfect) (4 + 2, &coloring. Notice t Gp will be q + l-chromatic, by Proposition 2. Let X be a 4 + 2-element set. We define Gp = (V, E) by:
Vertices (x, A) and (y, B) are joined m Gq whenever x $ B, y $ A and x # y. Obviously, Gq is vertex-transitive and has order ,V,=(q+2)(3.
We denote by 43 : V + X and 11: V + (5) the respective coordinate mappings. The clique number of G4 is at most 4 since if ((x1, A,) , . . . , (x,, A,)} is a clique of Gp, wenecessarilyhavexi#+(for lsi,jsw) and {xl,...,xW}nA,=O. For x E X and A E (f), set:
w, = V n v-'(A) zv = {x E v; x E 7/I(ti)j. The VI's are stable sets of order (4 + ' 2 ) which partition V. The WA's are cliques of order 4 which partition V. Observe also that for any distinct elements A, ~1, Y of X, the set S A.&v:= K u (& n VP) u 1% {A, !Q} is a stable set of order (":I)+ q + 1= (9z2). coloring of G9 and that G9 has clique number remains to prove that G9 is not q-colorable. lemma:
It follows that 43 is a (4 + 2, q)-4 and stability number (9 t 2). It We first establish the following Lenma 4. In G9, every stable set of order (9 t 2, is some S,,,.
roof. Let S be a stable set of order (9 g 2). Put S, := S n Vx. The following observation is immediate:
If S, and SY are not empty and if x + y, then we have x E q(v) for all v E SY or y E q(v) for all v E S,.
(1)
' In a vertex-transitive transitively on vertices.
graph, all vertices Play the same role, i.e. the automorphism PUP acts Because of (1), it is convenient to consider the digraph D whose vertices are the non-empty sets of the form S,, with an arc (S,, S,,) each time we have x E V(V) for all v E S'. By the definitions, the in-degrees d-(S,) in D arl= not greater than 2. Moreover, we have:
By (l), D is complete; since 4 2 3, it follows, by (2) and (3) If Gq is q-colorable, it admits by Lemma (4) partition into 4 sets S(i) = SAipiVi, 1~ i d q. Necessarily the A,% are all distinct hence at least two pi's coincide, say pl = p2. But this is a contradiction, since the vertex (pl, {A,, A,}) = (par {A2, A,}) belongs to both S(1) and S(2). Cl Graph G4 defined above looks like a Kneser graph [2] . Define, more generally a graph G,,, = (K E) by:
&=(((I?, T),(R', T~)]~~~):R"T'=R'nT=BJ.
Here 0 s r s t s n and X is an n element set. Kneser's graph is Gr,,,n and G4 corresponds to G1,2,q+2.
Problem 5. What is the chromatic number of Gr,t,,?
Remark 6. Graph G4, as defined above, it not perfect. Problem (1) remains open for perfect or locally-perfect graphs [3] .
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